
Subject: Community Rumble
Posted by x50c3nt on Wed, 27 Aug 2003 18:29:49 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

CrimsonI'm not afraid of losing. I never claimed to be really good at this game. I do claim to work
well as a team member, but I'm not the highly-skilled Rambo-type player. I don't even have great
aim.

Unfortunately, CW has a bad record of blaming everything EXCEPT lack of skill on their losses.
Here's a list:

"OMG you exploited the point system. The point system sucks!"
"OMG you loaded the map .8 seconds faster than I did! NO FAIR"
"OMG that was a lag kill. You must have cheated!"

It's never just "good game, guess you won that time" with them. They're good players... don't get
me wrong. They were certainly a challenge unlike most Renegade clans. We just adopted voice
communication early and learned how to use it.

Plus it's hard to say "n00bstories vs CW"... first of all these forums are separate from n00bstories.
There are plenty of people who go to one site and not the other, and plenty who go to both. Also, I
don't necessarily think everyone who posts on n00bstories.com is a good player. I just provided a
place for people to tell stories and let the votes decide who's a n00b and who isn't.

On the other hand, thank you for finally posting in a mature fashion. I hope you can try to
understand where I'm coming from and the nature of these two parts of the Renegade
community... since you don't visit often you've been left to make your own assumptions.

I do understand where you're coming from, i myself used to hate the clanning community; i hated
SPUDS, PAW, DOA all those good clans. But you just like me should know that whatever you say
everyone at CW well just think of it as dodging. And Crimson CW has changed, the type of game
were talking about is a large game, just not you guys here vs the clan CW, a 15v15 where not
only CW will play but a few players that post on the forums there. And yes i do understand the
nature of both sides. But like i've said before, we're not looking for a game so when we win (if) we
will get to call you guys names and annoy you people here; we're looking for a game where we
can have something to do. Something fun, so that both communitys wont break apart so
quickly...ren can divide into 2 or 3 or 5 communitys, either way its dying and at a more rapid pace,
so why not do something to slow it down a lil? We can have a fair host (if we find 1), any bickering
or insults from anyone, then they get banned from the server. We just ask that you guys play fair -
just like you will ask ofus, and we will. Everybody there understands that its n00bish to use any
type of cheat in a clan game. If i talk to them bout it, and try and get them to withhold there (and
my) temper and feelings about you so that we all have a decent and fair game, will you at least
consider it?
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